Data visualization skills are important. Understanding graphs is central to the scientific process (Glazer 2011) , and it was prominent in one of the founding documents of "numeracy" (Cockcroft 1982 , paragraph 39; see also Karaali et al. 2016 ):
We would wish the word 'numerate' to imply the possession of two attributes. The first of these is an 'at-homeness' with numbers and an ability to make use of mathematical skills which enables an individual to cope with the practical mathematical demands of … everyday life. The second is an ability to have some appreciation and understanding of information which is presented in mathematical terms, for instance in graphs, charts or tables … Comprehending information on graphs and maps is being explicitly addressed in recent papers in Numeracy (e.g., Pfaff 2011; Juncgk 2012; Perez et al. 2015; Best 2016; Antonacci et al. 2017; Nuhfer et al. 2017; Xie et al. 2018; Bolch and Jacobbe 2019 I want this book to be useful to you regardless of which software you use, and I want it to remain valuable even once everybody has moved on from ggplot2 and is using the next new thing.
The decision is a prescient one: the next new thing, Julia, is in version 1.1 but already has more than 4 million downloads. 1 Still, for readers who would like access to Wilke's code, he provides the R Markdown source at Github.
2 He also includes suggested references for statistics and programming in an annotated bibliography.
While it is neither a statistics nor a programming book, Wilke's text effectively lives up to its subtitle. It is an excellent primer about making, using, and understanding data through figures. Wilke shows the reader examples of well-designed figures as well as those that are incorrect or aesthetically ugly, and he explains the reasons he judges them good, bad, wrong, or ugly. The reader learns what to do and what not to do. The book has three parts, and the reader might choose to jump between them or their chapters, but everyone should read the Preface and Introduction as they act as a key to the symbols and definitions Wilke uses throughout the text. I prefer printed books for my reference library, and this one is visually engaging. For those who like online resources, Wilke provides the complete author manuscript (before final copy-editing) online and open access at his serialmentor.com site.
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In Part 1, "From Data to Visualization," Wilke takes the reader on a tour of the key concepts behind accurately presenting data through figures. In Chapters 2 through 5, he discusses the aesthetics common to all figures: scale, axes, color, and types of data. He includes information likely familiar to most readers (for example, Cartesian coordinates) and builds on that foundation to explore the less familiar (such as non-linear scales and curved axes). He uses easy-to-understand data to demonstrate comparative strengths and weaknesses in how each figure tells the data's story. The chapter about the use of color scales was relevant to me as a geoscientist because Wilke adeptly demonstrates the usefulness of color to represent data values across geographic regions.
Beginning Then (p. 210), he shows two different line graphs of Facebook stock prices -one starting at $0 and the other at $110 -to demonstrate how the variability of the stock price appears greater on the graph starting at $110. To drive the point home, he labels the errant graph bad.
The chapters in Part 2 cover topics not generally presented when we first learn how to make graphs. They go beyond how to title your figure and label the axes. Wilke discusses how to handle overlapping points with partial transparency, jittering, 2-dimensional histograms, and contour plots, and he provides the pros and cons of each choice. He also describes the misuses of color as well as considerations for color-vision deficiency. I appreciated the chapter on multi-panel figures as I enjoyed exploring how I might combine histograms, scatter plots, and box-andwhisker plots into a mosaic that tells a complete story. The reader can consider Part 2 a checklist of what to do (and not do) when creating figures. Wise data scientists should compare their figures against the topics and tips in Part 2 before delivering final versions.
Part 3, "Miscellaneous Topics," contains three chapters. In Chapter 27, Wilke discusses the common image file formats: bitmap and vector graphics, lossless and lossy comprehension, and converting between image formats. I highlighted his rule of thumb (p. 324), always store the original image in the format that maintains maximum resolution, accuracy, and flexibility, and now I better understand the implications of not doing so. In Chapter 28, Wilke discusses how to choose visualization software, and his consideration about reproducibility and repeatability is fundamental to more than the software product. He takes the concepts, slightly modifies them, adds considerations for data exploration versus data presentation, and leads the reader to contemplate how the types of figures needed drive the selection of software. After he walks the reader though decisions that drive the software selection, he offers them the option of using hand-drawn figures, writing (p. 329), Never assume your audience can rapidly process complex visual displays.
The headings of the remaining sections, each containing examples, complete his instructions: 1) "Build up toward complex figures," 2) "Make your figures memorable," and 3) "Be consistent but don't be repetitive."
Wilke intends the book for scientists, analysts, consultants and anyone who prepares figures for publication (p. xi). Certainly, these people will benefit from his clearly written explanations of appropriate examples. I would urge them to read the Preface, Introduction, Chapter 5, and Chapter 29 before they delve into the other chapters. Another audience who might benefit from the book are consumers of prepared graphs. They can improve their graphicacy skills by becoming familiar with the types of graphs Wilke presents in the book. I'd suggest they pay attention to the examples Wilke labels bad or wrong. Through these, they can learn how poorly designed figures distort or misrepresent the data and how to read the different types of figures with a discerning eye.
As an educator, I tend to judge whether a book might be of use in one of my classes. Wilke's style and clarity make this book an excellent candidate. As I read, I found myself wishing for end-of-chapter questions or exercises to check student comprehension or a companion website where students would have opportunities to practice both reading and producing figures. The book could augment a statistics class to improve the figures the students make. It might also be of use in a programming class where students would create similar figures. It could be a useful adjunct to quantitative literacy and quantitative reasoning courses, especially given its online, open-access availability, and for lab sections and off-campus assignments where reading and interpreting graphs are relevant.
In Overall, Wilke reminds the reader of the importance of connecting to the audience and using the figures to tell a compelling story.
